America’s Leading Distributor of Architectural Wood Products, Decorative Surfacing, Architectural Millwork and Hardware located in 28 major US cities, servicing 35 states

WHY MAKE RUGBY YOUR SUPPLIER?
Rugby is Proven Reliability. Rugby is committed to fulfilling its promise to supply high quality products, competitively priced and delivered in a timely manner by industry professionals who know the value of exceptional service.
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LET RUGBY ARCHITECTURAL BUILDING PRODUCTS BE AN EXTENSION OF YOUR BUSINESS!

IT’S AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3

PICK YOUR PANELS

LAID UP PANELS:

PIOMTE or any laminate brand, finish, and grade available.

Or, if you prefer wood veneers of any species, any brand and engineered veneers, too. Simply indicate the face and back required for your balanced panel.

We will produce to your specification the thickness and size. Choose which substrate, ie MDF, MDF ultra light, plywood, marine grade plywood, multi-core, particle board, etc. and we will do the rest. Promptly and accurately!

CHOOSE YOUR CUT

CUT TO SIZE PROGRAM:

Simply provide the final specifications (including edgebanding if required), the direction, horizontal/vertical grain where applicable and WE WILL DO THE REST.

Add production capacity without additional overhead to you!

HAVE IT DELIVERED

EFFICIENT DELIVERY:

Your final components will be delivered conveniently marked, sorted and shrink wrapped for your easy final assembly and installation.

LET US QUOTE YOUR NEXT JOB AND SEE HOW TO ENHANCE YOUR PRODUCT WITH OUT ADDING OVERHEAD

CALL US AT 855-650-3265

LET RUGBY ARCHITECTURAL BUILDING PRODUCTS ASSIST YOU IN ALL PHASES OF PRODUCTION

Leave all the panel lay-up, cut to size, edgebanding, drilling and line boring to us.

GREAT TIME AND MONEY SAVER!

CALL US AT 855-650-3265

Founded in 1957, Columbia Forest Products is North America’s largest manufacturer of hardwood plywood and hardwood veneer products. Columbia’s decorative interior veneers and panels are used in high-end cabinetry, fine furniture, architectural millwork and commercial fixtures.

• Species: Various
• Face grades: A,B,C,D,E
• Back grades: 1,2,3,4
• Sizes: 4x6, 4x7, 4x8, 4x10, 5x8, 8x4
• Thickness: 1/8” to 1-1/4”
• Core types: JayCore®, KayCore®, veneer core, particleboard core (PBC), medium density fibercore (MDF), combination core, Classic Core®, lumber core
• UV Capabilities
• FSC® options available

www.rugbyabp.com
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VeenTech
Veneer Technologies Incorporated

Premium Hardwood
Sheet Veneer & Edgebanding

Veneer Technologies, Inc. manufactures high end decorative hardwood veneer faces. They carry most domestic species and have access to many exotic species from around the world. They currently operate ten continuous cross feed splicers, producing approximately 6.5 million finished square feet of face veneer per month.

**SHEET VENEER**
Manufactured with a select grade face veneer crosslinked to a variety of backers. Backers include 10 mil, 20 mil, 2-ply with cross-grain back, 3M peel-n-stick, polyback, true phenolic. Sizes are 4’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 4’ x 12’. Custom sizes available.

**WOOD EDGEBANDING**
- Standard wood edgebanding
- 500’ rolls, fleece and sanded
- 250’ rolls, preglued EVA hotmelt
- 3M peel-n-stick
- UV prefinished, preglued or fleece backed
- Widths ½” to 2”
- Custom widths and lengths available

**THICK WOOD EDGE ROLLS**
- 328’ rolls. Thickness 1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, and 3mm

```
Please inquire about available widths and species
```

Panolam® TFL combines premium quality construction with some of the most realistic woodgrains, unique abstracts, and vibrant colors which make their TFL panels the first choice for furniture, fixtures, and other decorative products.

Panolam® TFL panels are widely used in office furniture, closet system components, store fixtures and cabinets. It is an appropriate specification for healthcare, hospitality, commercial, retail settings and more.

Panolam Surface Systems is the leader in surface solutions offering the flexibility of having the same pattern on multiple surfaces (HPL, TFL and matching edgebanding) for more than 20 years. This brings together a full surface solution that works together to achieve that perfect look in every room, all while delivering unparalleled durability and saving you money.

Choices: 400 patterns in woodgrains, abstracts and solids and 12 finishes.

```
One Company. Three trusted laminate brands.
```

```
nevamar  pionite  panolam
```

---

Please visit our website for more information:

www.rugbyabp.com

855-650-3265

---

Most Domestic and Many Exotic Species Available

- White Maple
- Walnut
- Cherry
- White Oak
- European Beech
- Alder
- Sapele
- Teak
- Mahogany

---

Please inquire about available widths and species
WIDE SELECTION OF MOULDINGS
Over 3,000 Profiles Available
For Any Task At Hand

DOMESTIC SPECIES: HARDWOOD
- 4/4 through 16/4. All lengths and grades
- Width sorted Red Oak, Hard Maple, and Poplar

HARDWOOD LUMBER

IMPORTED AND SELECTED SOFTWOOD LUMBER
A comprehensive assortment of Imported and Domestic Species

IMPORTED SPECIES
For your worldwide import sourcing needs, including the highest quality mills in Africa and South America.
To ensure prompt supply of exotics and imports, Hardwoods import consolidation yard is located in Leland, North Carolina.

DOMESTIC SPECIES: SOFTWOOD

www.rugbyabp.com  855-650-3265
For more than 40 years, ARAUCO has been driven forward by its vision of being a global leader in the development of sustainable forest products. All ARAUCO-branded products sold in North America originate in sustainably managed plantation forests in Chile, Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay. No native forest wood or genetically modified trees are used to produce any ARAUCO product.

- High-quality Trupan MDF is a CARB-certified, lighter-weight panel that offers the perfect blend of physical-mechanical characteristics. Ideal for furniture making and interior design applications.

- These panels meet or exceed the requirements for ANSI MR50 or ANSI MR10, making them ideal for high moisture areas. Trupan Vesta NAF is produced using no added formaldehyde resin.

- Optimized for painting and laminating
- A homogeneous fine fiber core
- Smooth machined fine profiles and edges
- Exacting tolerance standards
- Light consistent color
- Available in a thickness range of 0.063” to 1.625” (1.6mm to 41.3mm)

BHK of America knows that selecting a drawer manufacturer is a major decision. You want to make sure you get the quality your project demands, the price that affords you a profit and the service you deserve. BHK of America has manufactured quality drawer systems for more than 30 years and has built its success on service, value and superior craftsmanship.

To maximize the functionality of your drawer space BHK offers multiple storage and convenience options. In order to build the highest quality wood drawers, you have to start with the finest quality materials. For that, BHK selects from the most beautiful domestic species including Maple, Tilia, Cherry and Red Oak.

- Tilia bottom thickness -1/4", Bottom Thickness for Maple, Cherry & Red Oak is 3/8"
- Custom Heights Ranging from 1½“to 15”
- English Dovetail Construction
- 3/8” Bottoms made from VC Plywood
- Durable Clear Satin Finish is Standard (Unfinished or staining available upon request)
- Standard Eased Top Edge (Straight top edge available upon request)
- Front Drilling
- White Vinyl Wrapped
- Baltic Birch
**StyleLite**

The Ultimate High Gloss and Matte Panel System

- Manufactured using state-of-the-art equipment and the finest materials, StyleLite possesses an optical grade surface of the highest quality compared to all other traditional categories of high gloss panels
- StyleLite’s deep, mirror-like gloss surface contains none of the obvious orange peeling, imperfections or telegraphing inherent in inferior high gloss panel types such as melamines, laminates, thermofilts (vinyl wraps) and most painted panels
- StyleLite is generally repairable if lightly or moderately scratched saving time, money and inconvenience

**Baltic Birch**

Hardwood Plywood

**Excellent Raw Material Resource**

Baltic Birch is offered from both non certified and FSC® certified forests. Russia contains more than a fifth of the world’s forests, making for an abundant supply of raw material.

**100% Hardwood Fiber**

Made from 100% Birch hardwood veneers and nearly void free components, this material offers exceptional hardness and specific gravity, making Baltic Birch plywood amongst the strongest and most dimensionally stable panels available.

**Multi-ply Construction**

The construction of BALTIC BIRCH plywood has 30% more plys than conventional domestic plywood. The combined results of the Birch hardwood fiber and the multi-ply construction make for a panel that is specially designed to endure heavy loads or high impact. Baltic Birch is also available in unidirectional construction from 9mm-30mm thick.

- Direct importer – more choices and better quality control
- Production quality supervised by Hardwoods employees in Russia
- 3.0mm through 25.0mm
- 5’ x 5’, 4’ x 8’, 10’ x 4’ and 8’ x 4’ cross grain
- Grades: B/BB, BB/BB, BB/CP
- NAUF, CARB 2, exterior and clear finished
- Custom sizes and grades available
- Laminating blanks
- FSC® options available

**Available Colors**

- Alabaster
- Archit
- Ash
- Carbon
- Cherry
- Mocha
- Ruby
- Sand
- Sierra
- Slate

Sample Binder Available
Laminated Samples Available
Pionite® high pressure laminates caters to traditional tastes with an eye towards versatility. With a broad range of tasteful and timeless designs, combined with long lasting durability, Pionite® brand laminates are designed to enhance a wide range of surface areas.

Whether it’s residential or commercial, architects and designers specify Pionite® HPL for countertops, vanities, cabinets, store fixtures, furniture, postforming applications and more.

Available in Standard HPL as well as ThruColor™, ChemGuard, ThickLam™, Marker Board, Fire Rated and Hi-Wear laminates. FRL® Fiber Reinforced Laminate is your choice for wall protection which high impact resistant, easy to clean and Class A fire rated.

Choices: 200+ woodgrains, abstracts, stones and solid colors with over 20 finishes and in-house custom printing capabilities.

Staron high-performance acrylic solid surface is known for excellent workability and easy maintenance. Its homogenous, color-through composition is non-porous and ultra-hygienic, making Staron an ideal surfacing option for a wide range of commercial interior applications and residential spaces.

- 10-year limited commercial warranty
- Ultra hygienic / non-porous
- Thermo-formable
- 90 design inspired color options available
- Integrated sinks and bowls available.
- All ADA compliant
- Sample sets of Staron are available along with individual color samples

One Company. Three trusted laminate brands.
Echo Wood
Reconstituted Wood Veneers

- High quality, reconstituted, real wood veneer
- 17 popular patterns
- 0.6mm and 2.0mm matching edgebanding
- Veneer sheets or custom panel lay up
- Subject to volume and lead time, an infinite array of custom colors and patterns available
- NAUF, NAF, and FSC® options

SHINNOKI®
Prefinished wood panels

- Prefinished wood panels
  - 10% sheen matte finish
- Mix match technique to give natural appearance of solid wood
- Unique Designs created by a team of top European Designers
- Protective peel coat to protect finish
- 19mm x 48.8" x 109.8" NAF MDF – 2 sided
- Prefinished 0.6mm edgeband and 1mm ABS edgeband available

QUERKUS
finest oak collection

- Wire brushed & patented “saw effect” scratching
- Mix match technique to give natural appearance of solid wood
- Thick cut veneer for deep brushing and scratching
- Reclaimed veneer from railways in Europe
- 20mm 48.8" x 98.4" on MDF
- 0.8mm and 1mm edgebanding available, brushed and scratched

NØRDUS
the scandinavian collection

- Surface treatments highlight 3D aspect
- Unfinished panels are easily customized to cover broad color palette range
- Scandinavian influence easily integrated into modern design
- Mix match technique to give natural appearance of solid wood
- 19mm x 4’ x 9’ G2S Panels
- Matching 0.6mm thick edgebanding
- Matching 4’ x 9’ flexible veneer

4 of the 17 Colors Stocked by Rugby

Malibu Monterey Napa Santa Monica
Hettich creates the perfect combination of intelligent technology, functionality and design. Priding themselves on this, Hettich develops and produces a vast range of fittings – from drawer box systems and slides to hinges as well and folding and sliding door hardware.

The award winning Sensys integrated soft-closing hinge and reliable Quadro full extension ball bearing slides are the heart of good doors. Unbeatable solutions for any range of cabinet drawers. Sliding door solutions from Hettich create more attractive, practical and versatile spaces from studio flats to spacious lofts. Get the ultimate in ergonomic practicality and utilization of space with sliding door systems Grant.

Fast Assembly Hinges

The perfect connection between door and carcasse at all times - precisely that is assured by the Hettich hinge range. Whether glass, metal, wood or lightweight material: the range includes the ideal hinge for every material and almost every application.

Slides

Quadro IW21 Silent System – a full extension ball bearing slide with integrated soft close
KA 5632 – a full extension side mount ball bearing slides